Fulvic Force fulvic acid for animals

Research confirms that fulvic acid possesses truly remarkable biological, nutritional and remedial properties. It is these same properties, which make FulvicForce fulvic acid a great feed supplements for domestic and reared animals (refer to selected research references).

In the following sections short summaries of benefits of FulvicForce fulvic acid for cats, dogs, horses, chicken, cattle and pigs are provided.

Animal studies – selected references


STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF BIOCHEMICAL FULVIC ACID ON SOMATIC CELL COUNT AND MILK PERFORMANCE OF DAIRY COWS, Xi Xiaowang, Sun Shaohua, Han Lixia, College of Animal Science and Technology, Agricultural University of Hebei, Baoding 071001


HUMIC SUBSTANCES: EQUINE SUPPORT AGAINST TOXIC ENVIRONMENTS, Shari Frederick, Natural Horse Magazine, The Quarterly Journal of Holistic Equine Care, Volume 8, Issue 2

FulvicForce Canine & Feline
MULTI-FUNCTION CAT & DOG FOOD SUPPLEMENT BASED ON FULVIC ACID

An organic mineral, nutritional and remedial supplement, derived from ancient plants, containing fulvic acid and more than 70 minerals and trace elements, amino acids, amino sugars, peptic acids, nucleic acids and phytochemicals from pre-dinosaur era plants, preserved in a special type of South African brown coal.

Nature-invented mechanism to increase the bio-availability and bio-activity of nutrients, minerals, and vitamins, by incorporating them into its own chemical structure and delivering their mineral, nutritional and healing worth inside the living cells, where it is optimally metabolised and utilised for nutrition, protection and healing.

A powerful natural anti-oxidant and free radicals scavenger, known to recombine with both positively and negatively charged free radicals, rendering them harmless before they can damage DNA, proteins and cells.

An active detoxifier and heavy metals chelator, either transforming the harmful substances in animal feed into innocuous bio-active complexes or eliminating them as waste.

A powerful natural electrolyte, rectifying mineral imbalances, preventing dehydration, and restoring correct muscular response.

Anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory qualities, due to its phytochemical content.

A strong natural oxygenating agent, due to a large content of highly bio-available and bio-active, structural oxygen.

Protects and fortifies connective tissue, due to its ability to transform vegetal silica into collagen.

**DOSAGE**

/ day for each 10 kg of your pet’s body weight, but as a minimum: 4 ml / day.

Refrigerate when opened.

**BENEFITS**

- Improved immunity and overall health
- Improved digestion
- Improved muscles and joints
- Natural pain relief
- Increased speed of healing
- Shiny and glossy coat
- Bright and sparkly eyes
- Mental alertness
- Less fear and anxiety
- Less aggression- more docile
- Calmness and well-being
- Less waste
- Decrease in internal and external parasites
- Increased energy in older dogs

**SELECTED REFERENCES**


M Trackova, “Peat as a supplement for animals: a review”, Veterinary Research Institute, 2005
FulvicForce Equine Performance

MULTI-FUNCTION EQUINE FOOD SUPPLEMENT BASED ON FULVIC ACID

An organic mineral, nutritional and remedial supplement, derived from ancient plants, containing fulvic acid and more than 70 minerals and trace elements, amino acids, amino sugars, peptic acids, nucleic acids and phytochemicals from pre-dinosaur era plants, preserved in a special type of South African brown coal

Nature-invented mechanism to increase the bio-availability and bio-activity of nutrients, minerals, and vitamins, by incorporating them into its own chemical structure and delivering their mineral, nutritional and healing worth inside the living cells, where it is optimally metabolised and utilised for nutrition, protection and healing

A powerful natural anti-oxidant and free radicals scavenger, known to recombine with both positively and negatively charged free radicals, rendering them harmless before they can damage DNA, proteins and cells

An active detoxifier and heavy metals chelator, either transforming the harmful substances in animal feed into innocuous bio-active complexes or eliminating them as waste

A powerful natural electrolyte, rectifying mineral imbalances, preventing dehydration, and restoring correct muscular response

Anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory qualities, due to its phytochemical content

A strong natural oxygenating agent, due to a large content of highly bio-available and bio-active, structural oxygen

Protects and fortifies connective tissue, due to its ability to transform vegetal silica into collagen

BENEFITS

- Highly bio-available, being readily absorbed into the animal’s system
- Helps your animal better cope with environment pollutants, converting food into muscle and recovery from severe work load, injury, sickness and pregnancy
- Stabilising the micro flora in the gut which may lead to an improvement in the animal’s behaviour
- Assisting in improving food conversion which may lead to a reduction in feed costs
- Boosting the immune system which may assist in allowing performance animals to cope with workloads
- Providing the daily essential vitamins, minerals and trace elements needed for good health and wellbeing of your animal
- Supporting broodmares and foals with their nutritional requirements in times of stress and need
- Rebuilding and strengthening connective tissue: ligaments, tendons, joints

DOSAGE

Add to your horse’s favourite food daily. Use 16 ml / day for each 100 kg of your horse’s body weight.
Refrigerate when opened.

www.fulvicforce.co.za 012 993 0707

SELECTED REFERENCES

Shari Frederick, “Humic substances: equine support against toxic environments”, Natural Horse Magazine, The Quarterly Journal of Holistic Equine Care, Volume 8, Issue 5


M Trackova, “Peat as a supplement for animals: a review”, Veterinary Research Institute, 2005
FulvicForce Poultry
MULTI-FUNCTION POULTRY FEED SUPPLEMENT BASED ON FULVIC ACID

An organic mineral, nutritional and remedial supplement, derived from ancient plants, containing fulvic acid and more than 70 minerals and trace elements, amino acids, amino sugars, peptic acids, nucleic acids and phytochemicals from pre-dinosaur era plants, preserved in a special type of South African brown coal.

Nature-invented mechanism to increase the bio-availability and bio-activity of nutrients, minerals, and vitamins, by incorporating them into its own chemical structure and delivering their mineral, nutritional and healing worth inside the living cells, where it is optimally metabolised and utilised for nutrition, protection and healing.

A powerful natural anti-oxidant and free radicals scavenger, known to recombine with both positively and negatively charged free radicals, rendering them harmless before they can damage DNA, proteins and cells.

An active detoxifier and heavy metals chelator, either transforming the harmful substances in animal feed into innocuous bio-active complexes or eliminating them as waste.

A powerful natural electrolyte, rectifying mineral imbalances, preventing dehydration, and restoring correct muscular response.

Anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory qualities, due to its phytochemical content.

A strong natural oxygenating agent, due to a large content of highly bio-available and bio-active, structural oxygen.

Protects and fortifies connective tissue, due to its ability to transform vegetal silica into collagen.

BENEFITS

- Highly bio-available, being readily absorbed into the animal’s system
- Growing superior quality birds that are healthier, bigger and produce a finer quality meat
- Increasing feed efficiency and reducing the need for anti-microbial drugs
- Producing eggs that are larger and have thicker shells with far less cracking

DOSAGE
Add to chicken feed daily. Use 1 ml / day per chicken. Refrigerate when opened.

SELECTED REFERENCES
M Trackova, “Peat as a supplement for animals: a review”, Veterinary Research Institute, 2005
**FulvicForce Cattle Feed**

**MULTI-FUNCTION CATTLE FEED SUPPLEMENT BASED ON FULVIC ACID**

An organic mineral, nutritional and remedial supplement, derived from ancient plants, containing fulvic acid and more than 70 minerals and trace elements, amino acids, amino sugars, peptic acids, nucleic acids and phytochemicals from pre-dinosaur era plants, preserved in a special type of South African brown coal.

*Nature-invented mechanism to increase the bio-availability and bio-activity of nutrients, minerals, and vitamins,* by incorporating them into its own chemical structure and delivering their mineral, nutritional and healing worth inside the living cells, where it is optimally metabolised and utilised for nutrition, protection and healing.

A powerful natural anti-oxidant and free radicals scavenger, known to recombine with both positively and negatively charged free radicals, rendering them harmless before they can damage DNA, proteins and cells.

An active detoxifier and heavy metals chelator, either transforming the harmful substances in animal feed into innocuous bio-active complexes or eliminating them as waste.

A powerful natural electrolyte, rectifying mineral imbalances, preventing dehydration, and restoring correct muscular response.

Anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory qualities, due to its phytochemical content.

A strong natural oxygenating agent, due to a large content of highly bio-available and bio-active, structural oxygen.

Protects and fortifies connective tissue, due to its ability to transform vegetal silica into collagen.

**BENEFITS**

- Highly bio-available, being readily absorbed into the animal’s system
- Growing superior quality cattle that are healthier, bigger and produce a finer quality milk
- Increasing feed efficiency and reducing the need for anti-microbial drugs
- Significantly higher average daily gain
- Lower feed conversion ratio
- Gross energy increase
- Improved fat depth
- The risk of disease diminished
- Effective detoxification from heavy metals, moulds and toxins produced by pathogenic bacteria
- Stimulation of digestion
- Considerable anti-inflammatory, anti-bacterial and anti-viral effects
- Increased activity of the immune system
- Increased milk yield
- Increased milk fat percentage
- Decreased somatic cell count

**DOSAGE**

Add to cattle feed daily. Use 16 ml / day for each 100 kg of cattle body weight.

Refrigerate when opened.

**SELECTED REFERENCES**


Xi Xiaowang et. al, *“Study on the Effect of Biochemical Fulvic Acid on Somatic Cell Count and Milk Performance of Dairy Cows”*, College of Animal Science and Technology, Agricultural University of Hebei, Baoding 071001
**FulvicForce Porcus**

**MULTI-FUNCTION PIGS FEED SUPPLEMENT BASED ON FULVIC ACID**

An organic mineral, nutritional and remedial supplement, derived from ancient plants, containing fulvic acid and more than 70 minerals and trace elements, amino acids, amino sugars, peptic acids, nucleic acids and phytochemicals from pre-dinosaur era plants, preserved in a special type of South African brown coal.

Nature-invented mechanism to increase the bio-availability and bio-activity of nutrients, minerals, and vitamins, by incorporating them into its own chemical structure and delivering their mineral, nutritional and healing worth inside the living cells, where it is optimally metabolised and utilised for nutrition, protection and healing.

A powerful natural anti-oxidant and free radicals scavenger, known to recombine with both positively and negatively charged free radicals, rendering them harmless before they can damage DNA, proteins and cells.

An active detoxifier and heavy metals chelator, either transforming the harmful substances in animal feed into innocuous bio-active complexes or eliminating them as waste.

A powerful natural electrolyte, rectifying mineral imbalances, preventing dehydration, and restoring correct muscular response.

**Anti-viral, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory qualities**, due to its phytochemical content.

A strong natural oxygenating agent, due to a large content of highly bio-available and bio-active, structural oxygen.

Protects and fortifies connective tissue, due to its ability to transform vegetal silica into collagen.

**BENEFITS**

- Highly bio-available, being readily absorbed into the animal's system
- Growing superior quality pigs that are healthier, bigger and produce a finer quality meat
- Increasing feed efficiency and reducing the need for anti-microbial drugs
- Significantly higher average daily gain
- The body and carcass weights increase
- Gross energy increase
- Total phosphorus and ash digestibility increase
- The risk of disease diminished
- Effective detoxification from heavy metals, moulds and toxins produced by pathogenic bacteria
- Stimulation of digestion
- Considerable anti-inflammatory, anti-bacterial and anti-viral effects
- Increased activity of the immune system
- Significantly increase in blood metabolites and endocrine parameters in serum
- The backfat thickness of finishing pigs significantly reduced

**DOSAGE**

Add to pig’s feed daily. Use 16 ml / day for each 100 kg of your pig’s body weight.

Refrigerate when opened.

**SELECTED REFERENCES**


M Trackova, “Effect of feeding treated peat as a supplement to newborn piglets on the growth, health status and occurrence of conditionally pathogenic mycobacteria”, Veterinary Research Institute, 2006